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The possibilities that ceramic floor and wall tiles offer has multiplied in the last

year. Besides their endless technical qualities, ceramic tiles are natural and

sustainable, safe, fire-resistant, do not release toxic substances, allows easy

installation, and last a long time. Its aesthetic value is also exceptional. The

range of designs, formats, finishes, and colors offered allows you to create

unique compositions, depending on trends or personal style. Here are some

ceramic ideas to obtain maximum potential out of ceramic tiles:
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10 CERAMIC IDEAS FOR 2021

 
ASCER Group shared 10 ceramic ideas for 2021, that allow unique

compositions, depending on trends or personal style.
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8 INTERNATIONAL
TILE TRENDS &

STYLES 

By each passing year, we come across various new and upgraded trends in

design, décor, and its changing interior styles. Tile is a product that has the

ability to seamlessly fit within multiple styles, making it perfectly suitable for

any trend. Big is becoming better with popular large format tiles ruling the

market. Various colors and patterns in tile are loved by all. Unique shapes and

styles, such as hexagons and mosaics are new trends. Also, not forgetting

natural stone look-a-like and replica tiles, which are famously used in décor.

Marble, travertine, and slate add sophistication to kitchen countertops,

bathrooms, or any flooring surface. 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

8 INTERNATIONAL TILE TRENDS & STYLES

Various colors and patterns in tile are loved by all. Unique shapes and styles,

such as hexagons and mosaics are new trends. We have put together 8

international tile trends & styles loved by everyone and which will rule the

market in the coming years with their unique style.
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Kitchen is the most versatile and active area in the house. Today modular or

open kitchens are becoming popular, with more and more people choosing

elegant and stylish kitchen décor ideas. Tiling the kitchen backsplash is a

smart thing to do as it is easy to maintain and clean and is very much in trend.

While quarry, ceramic, and porcelain can be used for counters and floors, glass

tile is commonly reserved for walls and backsplashes. But today, tiles are

available in different materials that effortlessly add colors, texture, patterns

and give a distinct look to the décor of the kitchen. It is essential to go with

tiles that complement the color and finish of the kitchen cabinets, the

countertop as well as kitchen flooring.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

We give you the 8 Best Tiles for Kitchen Backsplashes which are easy to find

and will also make your job easy, at the same time giving the best look to your

kitchen that you will love!
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